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Home broadband/mobile has become Comcast's
'lead bundle,' CFO says

The focus on wireless is as high as it's ever
been," Cavanagh said, noting that Xfinity
Mobile has become "deeply embedded" into
Comcast's cable operations.

Comcast added 318,000 mobile lines in Q1 2022, ending the period with 4.29 million.
"We think [mobile] is going to be a primary part of our offering and advantage in the
marketplace for quite some time," Cavanagh said. "With 4 million lines and about 2 million
households [subscribing to Xfinity mobile] of 34 million total customer relationships, we've
got a way to go."

Read Full Article Here

Altice USA won't ditch HFC just yet
Despite its accelerated drive to build fiber lines
throughout its regions, Altice USA has no plans to
junk its legacy hybrid fiber-coax (HFC) network any
time soon.

Altice USA CFO Michael Grau made that point
clear last week. Speaking at the JP Morgan Global
Technology, Media and Communications
Conference in New York,

Grau said the nation's third-largest MSO intends to keep its cable plant intact even as it
continues to expand fiber-to-the-home (FTTH) aggressively throughout its territories over
the next few years.

Grau explained that Altice USA is in no hurry to ditch its legacy HFC plant because it
"would take some time" to migrate all its current HFC subscribers over to the new fiber
networks. So far, the operator has focused on recruiting new subscribers for its FTTH
networks, not switching current subscribers.

Read Full Article Here

GREAT LAKES CHAPTER WEBINAR

SCTE

GREAT LAKES CHAPTER
PRESENTS:
Critical Infrastructure:

Building Design Fundamentals
Wed, Jun 22, 2022 1:00 PM - 2:00 PM EDT
Register Now!

SCTE CHAPTER WEBINARS

Share training opportunities with your chapter members by sending a meeting notice at
least 3 weeks in advance. Hosting chapters will earn credit for the chapter's attendees,
plus credit for hosting a webinar and teamwork points if other chapters participate.
Participating chapters will earn technical training hours for their members if at least five
chapter members participate. Note: if the training isn't hosted through the SCTE Chapters
webinar account, you will need to work with the hosting organization to obtain a list of
attendees from your chapter. We are unable to provide attendee info for events not hosted
through the Chapters department. See the full chapter training schedule at scte.org.

• Gateway Chapter OFDM Deep Dive on June 21
• Great Lakes Chapter Critical Infrastructure on June 22
• Five Rivers Chapter Basics of Broadband Outside Plant Powering on June

23

• Central Indiana Chapter EPON Network Distribution on June 29
• Great Lakes Chapter Plant Design Software Overview on July 14

Chapters can organize a training utilizing recordings of webinars presented by
other chapters. The full archive is available to members as a benefit of
membership

SCTE Certifications

SCTE-ISBE Great Lakes Chapter Certification

• We are still accepting certification requests.
• Please email scteglc@outlook.com with “Certification” in the subject.
• A Great Lakes Board Member will contact you and schedule testing

1. Testing will be proctored in person.
2. Social distancing will be observed & PPE will be worn during testing.
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